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 Directed by Tim Burton and produced by Steven Paul, the film stars David Hasselhoff as the title character, a car driver and
professional motocross racer, and Val Kilmer as an insurance adjuster who becomes his co-driver and friend. The film

premiered on ABC on December 20, 1994. It is the fourth film in the Knight Rider series and was followed by the television
series KITT: The Car. The film was intended to be the second feature-length film, after the 1980 television film, that was made
to series as a Knight Rider feature film. The film, despite being a success at the box office, was not accepted as a Knight Rider

feature film. It was released as a stand-alone feature on DVD in the United States on February 2, 2002, with a digitally
remastered presentation. A Director's Cut edition was released in the UK on June 30, 2004. The DVD was re-released on July

19, 2007, in the United States. Contents show] Plot "Young adult" (David Hasselhoff) is a car driver and professional motocross
racer who is a fan of the television series Knight Rider. He is particularly fond of the program's star, KITT, and has a race

planned with him at a race track in Los Angeles. A jealous opponent, a seasoned car racer named "Wyatt" (Val Kilmer), teams
up with a rival, a con artist named "Joe" (Wayne Knight), to see if their insurance adjuster, "Vic" (Peter MacNicol), can enable
his computer-controlled car to win the race. After Vic tunes Joe's car, it races ahead of Wyatt and Young-adult's KITT. A crack

is found in KITT's engine, and he overheats; Vic, Joe, and the others race for help. Vic's boss, Robert Callahan, an insurance
man, insists that he be the one to help, and he sends his own car, K-9, in an attempt to assist KITT. K-9 reaches Young-adult's
car, but Young-adult has driven off and left K-9 to die. K-9 is then sent by radio command by Vic to intercept KITT. Young-
adult climbs aboard KITT's passenger seat and they race off after KITT. Vic and Joe are shown racing at a slower pace, and

when they catch up with Young-adult, a brief chase 82157476af
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